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The company Optibelt has been manufacturing drive belts in the most diverse designs since 1948 – based on over one hundred years of experience in rubber processing.

Due to constant investments in material research and production technology as well as to the increasing knowledge about the basic conditions which are linked to the various application areas, the performance limits of machines have been shifted via the advancement of the belts to the high-tech drive elements of today.

**QUALITY BELTS MADE BY OPTIBELT**

Bigger, faster, further – extraordinary top performances have always fascinated people in all areas of technology. Again and again, engineers, scientists and researchers are going beyond the limits of feasibility.

However, what is it that drives us to develop something unique?

Why do we always want to be one step ahead of competition?

Our motivation lies in passion and precision. Brand-name products by Optibelt are an active investment protection for you.

As our drive belts stay invisible in your products, we add what is often missing elsewhere: responsibility and quality.

Day by day, we set examples with our top products, the Optibelt AGRO POWER series, and make sure that the best solution is implemented for every application. Everywhere around the world.

Passion meets precision – Optibelt AGRO POWER.
AGRO POWER V-belts and Kraftbands

The Optibelt AGRO POWER V-belts and kraftbands will be the future classics of all drive belts due to their diverse application areas.

The abrasion-proof cover fabric, the high-quality rubber component and the special low-stretch tension cord allow for high dynamic loads and low-maintenance drives.

Its outstanding qualities, such as high performance level and reliability, come to full effect in the highly loaded drives of agricultural machinery.

When using various single belts per drive, set combinations are most effective.

Characteristics:

• outstanding operating safety
• optimum running characteristics
• constant and smooth power transmission
• varied product range
• environmentally friendly
AGRO POWER variable speed belts

Optibelt AGRO POWER variable speed belts are used for a continuously adjustable speed. The special belt design allows for high dynamic loads and excellent power transmission and control characteristics. This product features high-quality fibre-reinforced rubber components combined with low-stretch tension cords and a cover fabric.

Characteristics:
- high power transmission
- long operational life
- extreme running smoothness
- highly flexible
- environmentally friendly

AGRO POWER ribbed belts

Ribbed belts unite the great flexibility of flat belts with the high performance level of V-belts. Abrasion-proof rubber components allow for a smooth running, limited oil and heat resistance and a long operational life. Ribbed belts are suitable for the use of back bend idlers which are e.g. used in serpentine drives.

Characteristics:
- good traction and high performance level
- low-vibration and low-noise
- high belt speeds possible
- highly flexible, suitable for back bend idlers
- environmentally friendly
AGRO POWER combines the experience from over 50 years of development and production of leading quality drives elements. Thus, AGRO POWER offers you a maximum of quality and reliability.
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OE quality from the manufacturer

WE SERVE THEM ALL!
Product range

1. **optibelt KR**
   AGRO POWER Keilriemen

2. **optibelt KB**
   AGRO POWER Kraftband

3. **optibelt RB**
   AGRO POWER Rippenband

4. **optibelt SVX**
   AGRO POWER Breitkeilriemen

www.optibelt.com